
XTRFY GP1 GAMING MOUSEPAD, LARGE



GP1
LARGE
The GP1 is a high-speed cloth mousepad trusted by professional  

gamers around the world. The advanced weaving structure of the surface  

provides great glide and super-precise tracking for both laser and optical 

mice. And the natural rubber base keeps the pad perfectly still during the 

most intense moments of gaming.



HIGH-SPEED CLOTH SURFACE
Advanced weaving structure for enhanced glide and precision. 

DURABLE DESIGN
Hard-wearing materials and stitched edges for increased durability.

APPROVED BY THE ELITE
Thoroughly tested and approved by professional gamers.

WASHABLE
Machine washable at 30°C.



WINNING INGREDIENTS
Surface:   Cloth

Base:   Non-slip rubber

Edges:   Stitched for increased durability

Print:   Xtrfy Original

Size:   Large (460 x 400 x 4 mm)

Other:   Machine washable at 30 °C

Product ID:  XG-GP1-L

EAN / UPC:  7340086908382 / 842597100608

HIGH-PERFORMING MATERIALS
The GP1 is a high-speed cloth mousepad trusted by professional gamers around the world. The 

advanced weaving structure of the surface provides great glide and super-precise tracking for both 

laser and optical mice. And the natural rubber base keeps the pad perfectly still during the most 

intense moments of gaming.

SMOOTH AND COMFORTABLE
The material composition not only enhances performance, it also makes the GP1 an exceptionally

comfortable mousepad. If you want your swipes and flicks to feel smooth and soft, this is the pad

to lay your hands on.

SIZE: LARGE
The size of this mousepad is Large, providing plenty of room for both high and low mouse sensi-

tivity.

WASHABLE
For convenience, all of Xtrfy’s GP1 and XTP1 mousepads are machine washable. 30 °C, no tum-

bling, no ironing – and your pad will look as good as new.





PLAY BIG
The XL3 is a giant-sized version of the XGP1 mousepad. Measuring 92 x 36 centimeters, it provides 

plenty of room for both mouse and keyboard.

HIGH-PERFORMING MATERIALS
It is no coincidence that the XGP1 mousepad is used by many professional gamers. The advanced 

weaving structure of the surface provides great glide and super-precise tracking for both laser 

and optical mice. And the natural rubber base keeps the pad perfectly still during the most intense 

moments of gaming.

COMFORTABLE MOUSING
The material composition not only enhances performance, it also makes the XGP1 an exceptionally 

comfortable mousepad. If you want your swipes and flicks to feel smooth and soft, this is the pad 

to lay your hands on.

WASHABLE
For convenience, all of Xtrfy’s XGP1 and XTP1 mousepads are machine washable. 30 °C, no tum-

bling, no ironing – and your pad will look as good as new.

PACKAGING
   SINGLE   INNERBOX   MASTERBOX

PCS   1   6    36      

WEIGHT   481g   3.13 kg    19.3 kg

DIMENSION (W/H/D) 410 x 58 x 58 mm  192 x 130 x 425 mm   390 x 385 x 455 mm

PRODUCT
   ART. NO   EAN   UPC

GP1, Large  XG-GP1-L  7340086908382   842597100608



GET IN TOUCH WITH JOAKIM JANSSON ON JOAKIM.JANSSON@XTRFY.COM

QUESTIONS?


